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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Six Peak Capital LLC (“Six Peak Capital”, or “Six Peak”) for the exclusive use of the party to whom Six Peak delivers this
presentation (together with its subsidiaries and affiliates, the “Recipient”). Six Peak does not make any representation or warranty, either express or implied, as to the
accuracy, completeness or reliability of the information contained in this presentation. Any estimates or projections as to events that may occur in the future are based
upon the best judgment of Six Peak as of the date of this presentation. There is no guarantee that any of these estimates or projections will be achieved. Actual results
will vary from the projections and such variations may be material. Nothing contained herein is, or shall be relied upon as, a promise or representation as to the past or
future. Six Peak expressly disclaims any and all liability relating or resulting from the use of this presentation.

This presentation has been prepared solely for informational purposes and is not to be construed as a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities or related
financial instruments. The Recipient should not construe the contents of this presentation as legal, tax, accounting or investment advice or a recommendation. The
Recipient should consult its own counsel, tax and financial advisors as to legal and related matters concerning any transaction described herein. This presentation does
not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information that the Recipient may require. No investment or other financial decisions or actions should be based
solely on the information in this presentation.

This presentation has been prepared on a confidential basis solely for the use and benefit of the Recipient; provided that the Recipient and any of its employees,
representatives, or other agents may disclose to any and all persons, without limitation of any kind, the tax treatment and tax structure of the transaction and all
materials of any kind (including opinions or other tax analyses) that are provided to the Recipient relating to such tax treatment and tax structure. Distribution of this
presentation to any person other than the Recipient and those persons retained to advise the Recipient, who agree to maintain the confidentiality of this material and
be bound by the limitations outlined herein, is unauthorized. This material must not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed to others at any time without the
prior written consent of Six Peak.
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Executive Summary

The Project is projected to generate a 18.20% IRR and 1.88x EM over a 5 year investment life net to investors
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Projected Net to Investor Returns (5-Year Deal Period)

6.95%
Stabilized Unlevered 

Return on Cost

$40.9M
Stabilized Value at 

Completion

1.88x
Projected Equity Multiple

18.20%
Projected IRR

Background
Six Peak purchased the property in October 2019 and used the Ellis Act filed in
November 2019 to vacate the building. The existing improvements are in disrepair
and are projected to be demolished in March 2021. The project is currently in the
plan check approval process with the City of LA and is very close to finalizing its
permits.

The underlying zoning of the site limits any development to 19 units, Six Peak has
designed a 19 Unit, 112 bedroom coliving project. There are 18 six-bedroom units
and 1 four bedroom unit, all with private ensuite bathrooms for each tenant. This
provides relatively affordable private space for a tenant desiring west LA housing
while sharing common area kitchen and living room space.

The project has 1 level of underground parking for 35 parking spots with
approximately 43,000 sf of habitable building space with interior common area
space, interior courtyard space as well as a roof deck for tenant amenities

Schedule Date

Closing Date April 2021

Construction Start June 2021

Construction End December 2022

Stabilization August 2023

Property Exit January 2026

Location
The westside of LA, located west of the 405 between Venice, Mar Vista, Marina
Del Ray and Culver City is considered a prime location. There is a grocery store
amongst numerous walkable retail locations minutes from the property. The
location is highly bikeable and is in proximity to local bus transit, providing
public access to job rich locations inside of 15 minutes from the property.

Sponsor
Six Peak is a leader in co-living investment and development with 23 co-living
and micro-studio projects, comprising ~2,000 beds, under development in four
markets. Six Peak Development, Six Peak’s Los Angeles-based development
arm, will execute the business plan of the project through construction. The
project’s budget represents Six Peak’s local knowledge regarding ground-up
development of middle market multifamily in Los Angeles and is representative
of the projects Six Peak has executed across its multi-asset portfolio in L.A.
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Model Summary

The projected total equity is approximately $11,600,000
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Transaction Analysis
Property Name Venice
Property Address 12518 Venice Blvd
Total Units 19                             
Total Bedrooms 112                          
Land SF 14,485                     
Development Total SF 56,203                     
Construction GBA 54,496                     
Habitable GSF 43,805                     
Rentable SF 37,268                     
Parking Garage 12,398                     

Per Unit Per Bed Per Total SF Per Const. GBA Per Habitable Per Rentable
Purchase Price/Recap $6,650,000 $350,000 $59,375 $118 $122 $152 $178
Closing Costs $522,170 $27,483 $4,662 $9 $10 $12 $14
Permitting/Entitlement Costs $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0
Net Fully Permitted Land Basis $7,172,170 $377,483 $64,037 $128 $132 $164 $192
Los Angeles Development Fees $999,800 $52,621 $8,927 $18 $18 $23 $27
Vertical Soft Costs $865,000 $45,526 $7,723 $15 $16 $20 $23
Development Fee $965,166 $50,798 $8,618 $17 $18 $22 $26
Opening Expenses $75,000 $3,947 $670 $1 $1 $2 $2
FF&E $392,000 $20,632 $3,500 $7 $7 $9 $11
Hard Costs $14,618,677 $769,404 $130,524 $260 $268 $334 $392
Contingency $1,461,868 $76,940 $13,052 $26 $27 $33 $39
Fully Improved Unlevered Basis $26,549,681 $1,397,352 $237,051 $472 $487 $606 $712
Financing Costs 1,026,489               $54,026 $9,165 $18 $19 $23 $28
Final All-in Basis $27,576,170 $1,451,377 $246,216 $491 $506 $630 $740

Stabilized Stat ist ics Yr/Mo Per Bed Yr/Mo Per Total SF Yr/Mo Per GBA Yr/Mo Per Habitable Yr/Mo Per Rentable
Stabilized Effective Gross Revenue $2,657,043 $23,724 $47.28 $48.76 $60.66 $71.30
Operating Expense Ratio 30.58% $1,977 $3.94 $4.06 $5.05 $5.94
Stabilized NOI $1,844,597
Stabilized Unlevered Yield on Cost 6.95%
Stabilized Levered Yield on Cost 6.69%
Levered Yield (Permanent Debt) 10.21%



Capital Stack Structure

Terms and underwriting sculpted to reflect the current capital structure
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Structure: • LP Investment Directly into asset at 12518 Venice Blvd.

Deal Size: • Target Equity Raising of c. $10.4m
• Total Capitalization of c. $27.5m

Target Returns: • Yield on Cost: 6.95%
• Net IRR: 18%+ p.a. (post all fees)
• Target CoC (post refi): 8%+ (after fees)

Tenure: • 5 Year Investment Life
• 2.5 Year Development and lease up period

Geography: • Mar Vista (adjacent to Venice, CA) on the west side of Los Angeles

Leverage: • $16,000,000 Senior Loan with City National Bank at ~L+375

Fees: • RM 1% Admin Fee
• Development fee: Approximately 5.0% of Hard + Soft Costs
• Promote: 30% promoted interest over an 12% IRR

Timing: • Q2 2021 Closing
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Renderings

4 story building with 1 level of subterranean parking
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Renderings

4 story building with 1 level of subterranean parking
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Renderings

4 story building with 1 level of subterranean parking
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Highlights

12518 Venice is well located in one of the most desirable westside LA locations

Key Stats

Address 12518 Venice Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA

Submarket Mar Vista

Current Use 11 Multifamily Units

Current Building Approximately 4,000 SF

Buildable Approximately 37,200 SF / 19 
units

FAR 3.00

Public Process As-of-Right

Land Area 13,985 SF – 100 x 139.85

•13,985 SF site (14,485 SF w/alley) on Venice Blvd. just off Centinela Blvd. in the Mar
Vista submarket of Los Angeles

•The site includes a 30 ft rear alley that, per LAMC, allows Six Peak to use 50% of the
alley for both density calculations and setbacks to create the building massing

•Accessibility: 10-15 minute bike or electric scooter ride to Venice Beach, Playa Vista,
Santa Monica and Culver City

DESCRIPTION

•The site is zoned R3-1, allowing for 1 unit per 800 SF of land area, including 50% of
the alley that gives the site a maximum of 19 units

•The “1” designation requires the new building to be designed within a 45 ft height
restriction that necessitates our design for subterranean parking and four stories of
apartments above

•The FAR of the site is 3:1, Six Peak has designed a structure that is 2.57 FAR with
approximately 37,200 SF maximizing unit count under the zoning

•In optimizing design for co-living, the site is not limited by bedrooms as the Project’s
only constraints are the 19-unit limit, the parking required for these units and the
maximum FAR constraint

•The process of permitting is “by-right”, which allows for Six Peak to work with
architects and the required professionals to create a construction set of plans to be
approved by code. There is no public process or forum that requires discretionary
approval to build this project

CURRENT ZONING
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Location

12518 Venice Blvd is located Mar Vista and is minutes away from critical job centers in Culver City, Playa Vista and Venice/Santa Monica
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12518 Venice Blvd is strategically close to Silicon Beach 
and access to more than 500,000 jobs west of the 405 
Freeway
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Property Location

Venice Blvd. is ideally located in Mar Vista minutes away from critical job centers in Silicon Beach and Playa Vista with walkable amenities 

Coffee Shops
Alana’s 0.1 mi
Starbucks 0.1 mi
Coffee Connection 0.2 mi
Books and Café 0.2 mi
Venice Grind 0.3 mi
Laurent’s “Le” Coffee 0.5 mi

Grocery Stores
Mar Vista Ranch Market 0.1 mi
Grand View Market 0.3 mi
Mar Vista Farmers Market 0.3 mi
Vons 0.4 mi
Sunny Market 0.3 mi
Grandview 0.5 mi

Walk Score: 90 “Walker’s Paradise”
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Los Angeles Zoning

The west side of LA has minimal multifamily zoning, contributing to tremendous demand for any new apartments in the nearby job rich locations
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12518 Venice Blvd

Yellow
Single Family Home Zoning

Orange
Zoned for multifamily housing, however all of Venice has a 
35” ft height restriction and is subject to different laws 
given its inside the coast commission purview.

White
Outside of LA zoning and is a single municipality, like Santa 
Monica that restricts density on purpose and makes new 
development extremely challenging

Blue
Manufacturing zoning only, no multifamily is allowed

Pink
Commercial zoning, technically some multifamily housing 
is available but on the westside the FAR is limited to 1.5 
making new construction for housing only viable for 
extreme luxury.
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Rent Comps

Incredible difference between “New” and “Sub-Optimal” comps
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“NEW” EXAMPLE “SUB-OPTIMAL” EXAMPLE

By aggregating the average price per bed across comparable living situations in studios, 1BR, 2BR, 3BR apartments, Six Peak can assess an average price per bed of comparable options
for a prospective tenant looking for a bedroom in this submarket recognizing that for our avg. age (29 yrs old) and demographic a private room or studio is the preferred option vs.
craigslist style roommates. When taking an average of new and old product then adding the Coliving value proposition of furniture, utilities, finishes and appliances, shared goods Six
Peak can calculate an adjusted comp rent. From here, Six Peak takes a reasonable discount to get to a rent value for a bedroom assuming proper marketing.

We have separated comps into 2 different categories to show the disparity between new apartment product pricing and otherwise available housing situations (“New vs. “Sub
Optimal”). Given the housing stock of Los Angeles is mostly older there is a “missing middle” product between these two housing options.
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“New” Rent Comps

Research suggests compelling comps for Coliving rents
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“New” Comps are described as broadly Westside LA in
mostly elevator buildings recently built listed for rent on
hotpads.com with a dishwasher and laundry in unit as
checked requirements (both items we offer in our
shared units). Six Peak assumptions put today’s rent at a
26-42% discount to the comparable adjusted rent
options (which are typically higher than our perspective
renter’s budget for a westside location)
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“Sub-Optimal” Rent Comps

Research suggests compelling comps for Coliving vs. older buildings
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“Sub-Optimal” Comps are described as west side LA walkup
buildings typically built more than 20-30 years ago, lightly
renovated or unrenovated in buildings that generally have no
amenities or common areas. While not directly comparable from
an amenity or product standpoint, these are the only options
available to target tenants at comparable price points. If a
tenant is on a limited budget and desire new construction and
an amenitized building, Coliving is often the only option.
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Why Coliving?
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

The Housing Market in the United States is Broken

As of late 2018, 47% of US Renter Households were rent burdened, spending more than 30% of their income on rent (might grow due to Covid-19)

19
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Coliving? 20

UNIQUE 
ATTRIBUTES OF 
CO-LIVING FOR 
TENANT/ 
LANDLORD:

TENANT LANDLORD

 Less rent

 Better shared communal space

 Additional services and perks

 Fully furnished units

 Utilities included

 Hosted community events

 Housekeeping

 Differentiated product

 Large renter base

 Underserved market 

opportunity

 Maximized revenue per 

square foot

 Increased NOI

CO-LIVING ENHANCES RENTAL REVENUE FOR OWNERS…

Two traditional market-rate apts, 1,400 sf
$2,400 x 2 (1-br apts) = $4,800

One Common coliving suite, 1,400 sf
$1,750 x 4 beds = $7,000

$3.43
psf

$5.00
psf
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Coliving?

…WHICH TRICKLES DOWN TO HIGHER NOI AND ASSET VALUE

Ex. 100% coliving ground-up project

Rents Opex NOI

Traditional Coliving

$0M

$1.0 M

+46%

+25%
RENTS

Due to denser layouts; more 
bedrooms and fewer kitchens 
increase rents psf

NET OPERATING INCOME
Higher rents offset higher 
expenses

OPERATING EXPENSES
Common offers additional services 
like weekly cleaning and utilities 
included in rent

FF&E
Upfront development costs will be 
higher due to in-suite furnishings

CO-LIVING’S MOMENT 
IS NOW

Indicators point to the rapid expansion of the sector

Deal Size

Deal Volume

AVG BED COUNT
2014-2018

AVG BED COUNT
2019-2021

PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL COLIVING BEDS WERE 
DELIVERED IN THE PAST TWO YEARS

62 180

Funding $0.2B $2.6B

Confidential Investment Opportunity – 12518 Venice Blvd
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Coliving?

Coliving maximizes affordability, location, convenience and community for the tenant, while revenue is maximized for the owner and operator

22

Background

For decades, young professionals have been steadily emigrating into the once
inert urban submarkets of major cities like New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco, among others. A positive feedback loop formed between the influx of
highly-educated workers and the concentration of corporate investment and
job opportunities in the areas. Over the course of the past decade, this
feedback loop has heated both renter and owner housing markets. Between
40% and 50% of residents in these key markets have become cost-burdened –
spending more than 30% of their pre-tax household income on rent.

Through coliving, tenants are able to pay less rent by trading private space for
more and better shared communal space. Typically, coliving providers include
additional services and perks, such as fully furnished units, all utilities included,
hosted community events and even housekeeping, which in aggregate
represent as much as a 20% discount to living alone. For the operator, this
opens new avenues to differentiate their product, taps into a large renter base
not currently served by top-end luxury product, and maximizes revenue on a
per square foot basis.

RENTING REMAINS HIGH AMONG MILLENNIALS AND GEN Z
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Coliving?

Main drivers of coliving

Core urban areas expect continued growth

As projected by the Joint Center for Housing Studies of Harvard University,
population growth will continue to center around dense urban cores.
Factoring in longstanding trends in U.S. marriage rates, educational
attainment and evolving diversity leads to a striking outcome: the urban core
of U.S. cities will continue to witness incredible growth.

There has been a historical shortage of new housing supply in
dense areas

Urban areas across the country have seen limited housing starts in recent
times. The number of households in the U.S. grew by 10.8 million over a 10-
year period between 2008 and 2018, while only about 9.2 million housing
units were permitted over that same period.

Confidential Investment Opportunity – 12518 Venice Blvd
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Coliving?

Main drivers of coliving

24

As the population grows more educated, marriage and family
formation has begun later

From 1988 to 2016, the age of individuals over 25 who were married declined
by 8%. Over the same time period, the share of individuals with a bachelor’s
degree or higher increased by over 15%. This is expected to continue as
Generation Z begins to age into its early 20’s

Higher attainment in education has correspondingly resulted in
higher student debt, fueling decreases in savings and disposable
income

On average, Americans pay 6% of each paycheck towards student loans, while
savings and disposable increase has not kept pace with rent growth in US
Metros
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Why Coliving?

Coliving offers a compelling value proposition for tenants, offering a monthly discount of >20% vs traditional independent living options

25

Affordability is the best amenity

Coliving is more affordable and more convenient than living in a studio. Its
also more predictable than finding a shared housing accommodation on
Craigslist

20% discount 
to studio rent

33% discount 
to all-in cost
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Why Los Angeles?
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Los Angeles?

Los Angeles is one the highest rent burdened metros in the United States

27

Cost burdens have risen dramatically for middle income households in the Los Angeles market during this past cycle. Burdenship for
households making between in $45,000 - $74,999 in income, rose from 38.3% to 45.8% in the span of 12 years.

In the same time span, higher income earners making $75,000 or more grew from 9.7% burdened to 14.1%, a 45% increase.
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Los Angeles?

Lack of Supply: Between 1980 and 2010 housing stock in the rest of the metro United States grew by 54% while LA only grew 20%

28

Between 1980 and 2010, Los Angeles County would have needed to add more than 50,000 housing units per year to keep pace with demand — but only built about

20,000 units annually, resulting in a shortfall of c. 900,000 housing units over 30 years. That growing gap between supply and demand has been a primary driver of

the continual surge in housing costs. A whopping 87 percent of LA’s total housing supply was built prior to 1990. Overall California’s supply has not kept pace with

its population growth and there is thus very significant unmet demand for new housing product
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Los Angeles?

Local zoning is broken and irreparable in the near term. Critical zoning changes over time created a housing crisis

29

In 1960, Los Angeles had a population of 2,500,000 people and was “zoned” for 10,000,000 people. Since 1960, the city’s population has increased by 60% and the

city’s zoning capacity shrank by 57%. The city went from 25% ‘built to zoning’ to 93% ‘built to zoning’. This incredible statistic has created the current housing crisis

in Los Angeles. Without radical up-zoning there is no chance for Los Angeles to change its housing issue. Almost 50% of the underlying zoning in prime Los Angeles is

zoned for single family dwellings only.
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Why Los Angeles?

Over the last 100 years zoning adaptations have stunted growth
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1970

California passed CEQA 
requiring all new developments 
to perform environmental 
impact reviews (EIR)

1921 — 1930
City of LA permitted approximately 
232,000 new homes, which created a 
major source of housing still in existence 
today

1934
Yard ordinances passed 
requiring minimum front, back 
and side yards

1935
Zoning rules amended to 
require 1 parking space per unit 
in a garage for all multifamily
building 

1946

Substantial update to zoning now limiting 
the number of homes based on the size of 
the lot 

1958

Parking requirements increased 
to 1.25 spaces for apartments 
with three or more habitable 
rooms in buildings with 6 or 
more units 

1964

Parking requirements increased 
to 1.5 spaces for 2BR 
apartments

1974

City adopted a general plan and moved forward with 
setting zoning through 35 separate community plans. 
Tens of thousands of acres down zoned from 
multifamily to single family R1. Parking requirements 
increased to 2.0 spaces for 2BR or more 
homes/apartments 

1987
City of LA required an EIR on all 
developments over 40,000 sf1930

City of LA expands zoning to 
four residential zones R1, R2, 
R3, R4

1990

City of LA establishes 
site plan review for 
projects meeting certain 
size thresholds

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990
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Los Angeles is the Film Production Capital of the World

Film production jobs need proximity to LA even in a “Work from Home” environment

31

Film and Television production are one of the biggest office

occupiers in Los Angeles with more the 17M square feet

Streaming Revenue Growth expected well through 2024
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Continued Job Growth Anchored by Tech

Key tech employers are continuing to grow throughout the Covid Pandemic

32

Hollywood and the entertainment industry are going through a transition which is

similar to the birth of Hollywood in the early 1900s and the emergence of tv shows in

the 1950s. Internet streaming services have become the new way to produce and

distribute original content with companies looking to combine new age distribution

with the historic film production destination of Hollywood. With the shelter in place

orders for Covid promulgated in 2020 companies like Netflix, Facebook, and Amazon

have seen their businesses thrive even as other sectors flounder during Covid.

Facebook, Amazon, Apple, Netflix, and Google have all invested heavily into internet

streaming and have begun moving from Silicon Valley to Los Angeles/Silicon Beach.

Since 2018 these companies have signed leases on over 3.0M square feet of creative

office space, these companies will continue to bring thousands of highly skilled

employees with high incomes who will need a place to live and will be happy to pay a

premium for a high-quality living space particularly compared to what is available in

the even more expensive Silicon Valley market.

Netflix is obviously the leader of internet streaming, and a prime beneficiary of the

2020 pandemic stay at home orders. Netflix has planted their flag in Los Angeles in a

big way. In October 2018, Netflix finalized a lease for a 13-story tower under

construction on Sunset Blvd in Hollywood, right across the street from a 14-story high-

rise building which they currently occupy. In addition, Netflix signed a lease for

355,000 square feet in the Academy on Vine development, which is slated to open in

2020.
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Job Growth Continued

Organic growth added fuel to the fire and continues to flourish despite (or because of) Covid
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Locally grown success stories include Snapchat, Hulu,

automotive dealmaker TrueCar, gaming enterprises Activision

and Riot Games, the twin-turbo hookup engines Tinder and

Grindr, LegalZoom, buzzy virtual reality projects, and business-

steady entities like the online security firm TeleSign. Video game

entertainment and tech companies have broadly flourished

during the Covid pandemic as millions were forced to fill endless

hours sheltering in place and looking for entertainment and

distraction. The billions of dollars in play and the cultural sway of

tech have attracted the traditional entertainment industry heavy

weights as well. Lionsgate, Warner Bros., and DreamWorks are

looking at YouTube and its stars for future projects.

According to the CBRE 2018 Tech-30 Report, Los Angeles ranked

as 9th in High-Tech Software/Services job growth, and 2nd in

Office Market Rent Growth. A new wave of tech companies such

as Headspace, Hulu, and Snap are migrating to Silicon Beach

(Santa Monica, Venice, Playa Del Rey, and Culver City) in search

of relatively cheaper office rent compared to Silicon Valley.
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Zoning Arbitrage
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Los Angeles Zoning

Zoning is severely limited to developers on a “per unit” basis

35

Yellow
Single Family Home Zoning

Orange
Zoned for multifamily housing, however most 
areas have a 30” – 45” ft height restriction and 
is subject to different laws given its inside the 
coast commission purview.

White
Outside of LA zoning and is a single 
municipality, like Santa Monica that restricts 
density on purpose and makes new 
development extremely challenging

Blue
Manufacturing zoning only, no multifamily is 
allowed

Pink
Commercial zoning, technically some 
multifamily housing is available but on the 
westside the FAR is limited to 1.5 making new 
construction for housing only viable for 
extreme luxury.

The current zoning severely limits “density” on a “per unit” basis. Further restrictions around height and parking create significant barriers to scalable housing creation. By

building larger apartments (3BR – 6BR apartments), Six Peak creates bedroom density while remaining in compliance with the zoning code. It also limits investment in

parking given the zoning requirements only address unit types of 2BR units or below. A 6BR apartment and a 2BR apartment have the same city zoning requirements for

parking, utility fees, egress, and other unit based impact fees.
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF co-living project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

Arbitrage Example

City of Los Angeles zoning law has provided an unintended benefit to Coliving housing production

36

When it comes to density and parking, Los Angeles zoning is based primarily on unit count

restrictions, not bedroom or inhabitant density restrictions. For example, the zoning on

Venice Blvd is R3-1, which restricts the site to a maximum of 19 units (800 SF / lot size) and 45

ft height. The number of units restricted to the zoning is the same whether a developer builds

19 Studios or 19 6BR apartments. The parking, which is dictated by unit count, are 1 spot for a

Studio/1BR but only 2 spots for a 2BR+ or larger unit (regardless of whether it’s a 2BR unit or

a 10BR unit it only requires 2 parking spots). The zoning also further restricted by FAR which

is 3:1, however most developers can never maximize their FAR due to a combination of unit

parking restrictions. Developers are almost always leaving FAR unused.

This zoning law has resulted in an unintended benefit to coliving. By not restricting unit size,

Six Peak designs a 19-unit building and maximizes FAR while minimizing parking to create

significant bedroom density, the main driver of increased NOI. Said differently, in the same

19-unit building Six Peak can fit 112 rent paying coliving tenants vs. 19-30 traditional tenants

that other developers would design for.

This arbitrage is an advantage to Six Peak as our firm can unlock greater value in certain

parcels of land (with specific zoning characteristics and constraints) that other developers

would not be able to. A developer of traditionally designed multifamily will look at the same

site and plan a 19-unit building with mostly 1BR and 2BR units. This design will be significantly

under the FAR allowed by zoning. The inability to maximize FAR, increases the relative cost of

land to the developer on a per SF basis. Six Peak can take that same land cost and amortize it

over the maximum FAR as Coliving is not limited by unit count and parking in the way that a

traditional less dense design would be.

This arbitrage creates a 38% discount in land cost to Six Peak that 
traditional developers would not value / be optimizing for
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Why Six Peak? 37

Six Peak is one of the leading institutional investors in 
Coliving assets throughout North America

Launched in 2016 
as real estate platform

Headquartered in NYC;
Satellite in Venice, CA

Acts as a PropCo 
behind OpCos

Network of 
Joint Venture Partners

Vertically integrated in
Los Angeles



Why Six Peak?

Six Peak is the property company (“PropCo”) owning the real estate underlying ground-breaking operating companies (“OpCos”) that
are taking innovative approaches to real estate. This provides limited partners the best risk-adjusted 

returns with the upside from innovation with the downside protection of real estate in Top U.S. cities

38

39* investments in predevelopment, under construction or completed

Over 2,000 beds

Over 900 units

~$450 million in total capitalization

Business model:

1. Utilize intricacies of municipal zoning code to best support coliving

2. Knowledge of most efficient bedroom density for land size and manager requirements

3. Capitalizes on early mover status in US coliving

4. Maximizes returns based on Type I & III construction

5. Through co-GP partnerships the model is national & highly scalable

Six Peak’s unique sourcing and underwriting capabilities have enabled the firm to reach a national scale in less than five years

Six Peak deploys 2 strategies
1. Los Angeles Direct Sourcing, Acquisition, Entitlement, Development and Construction

2. Co-GP partnerships in key markets such as Seattle, NYC and Chicago

Confidential Investment Opportunity – 12518 Venice Blvd
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Why Six Peak?

Deal sourcing funnel and filters

39

Inform & Engage Filter for Qualifying Attributes Filter for Disqualifying 
Attributes

Communicate Source Type Location Cost Size / Layout Regulatory Legal
Fi

lte
r

Fi
lte

r

Fi
lte

r

Fi
lte

r

Fi
lte

r

Fi
lte

r

• No regulatory 
question marks 
(e.g., SRO 
status)

• Tenant Status
• Correct COI for 

intended use

• No outstanding 
DOB notices

• Absence of 
unsettled legal 
claims

• Ellis Act 
considerations

• Building size, 
potential 
amount of 
bedrooms given 
zoning, makeup 
of ensuite vs 
shared bathroom 
rooms

• Considerations 
around comps, 
basis, parking, 
operators

• Emerging 
neighborhoods

• Access to public 
transportation, 
restaurants, 
retail, nightlife

• Multifamily, 
mixed-use, or 
adaptive reuse

• Ground-up 
development

After passing all filters, 
proceed to MODEL on 

the next slide

Educate 
sellers, 
brokers and 
other 
developers 
on coliving 
strategy

Convey Six 
Peak’s 
investment 
criteria

Provide 
concise 
feedback on 
quality 
attributes of 
opportunities
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Why Six Peak?

Underwriting process and targeted returns
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SOURCE
High level vetted opportunities are sourced by 

educated local developers in each targeted market 
(see previous slide)

DILIGENCE
Model is further refined based on diligence findings 

and input from OpCo (management agreement terms, 
FF&E budget, architectural plans, operating 

assumptions, etc.)

EVALUATE
Evaluate deal metrics for value, downside protection, 

local developer, market, debt and equity 
considerations, overall pipeline of actionable 

opportunities; create formal deal memo 

APPROVE
Present deal memorandum to investment committee 

for scrutiny and final approval

MODEL
Six Peak, in conjunction with the local developer and 
coliving OpCo, builds property-level financial model 
from Six Peak template

REFINE
Local developer, OpCo, Six Peak tour property, verify 
CapEx, timing, local nuances, etc. to confirm 
underwriting model

NEGOTIATE
Negotiate and finalize GP/LP financial terms and 
governance with local developer as well as 
management agreement with OpCo

CLOSE
Review deal contract terms, finalize JV documents, 
management agreement with OpCo, close on 
property

Projected Coliving Deal Level 
Returns

>6.00%
Stabilized Unlevered 

Return on Cost

>200bps
Above Prevailing Cap Rates

>2.0x
Projected Equity Multiple

>17.0%
Projected IRR

The Six Peak Capital Investment Process
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Coliving Manager

CONFIDENTIAL



Co-Living Manager - Common

Common is a technology and community-focused residential operator working with real estate partners to better serve the demands 
of today’s renter. Common operates co-living and traditional apartments across North America

42

Additional Metrics / Company Highlights

Tenant Profile:
 Median age of a Common member: 30
 Median income of a Common member: $73,000
 65% of the members are new to the city they live in
 750 Average credit score
 57X average income-to-rent

Other Key Stats
 In April 2020 during COVID, Common collected 97% of rent compared

to 78% of 11.5 million apartment units as measured by National
Multifamily Housing Council (NMHC)

 20,000+ leads / month vs. 40-60 vacancies
 55%+ retention rate

 Founded in 2015, Common is NYC based venture backed operator of co-living and traditional
apartments

 Common signs management agreements with real estate owners to manage their assets
while providing design guidance and technology to create a better renter experience
‒ Common has now signed to manage 180 buildings across 11 open markets with 14 new

markets coming on the horizon. They have over 18,000 units signed spanning traditional
and coliving management.

‒ Common has raised more than $100M of venture capital to date, led by Kinnevik and
Norwest Venture Partners (VC arm of Wells Fargo) with other investment from 8VC,
Maveron, Slow Ventures, Lowercase capital, 500, LeFrak Real Estate, Solon Mack Capital,
and Millstein Family Circle Ventures.

Overview

 Focus on Community
 Active and engaging community through purpose built shared

physical spaces
 Member led organized events

 Technology Forward
 Proprietary technology via Common app
 Digital door locks/smartphone interface
 Signing/Accessing leases digitally

 Member Convenience
 Bi-Weekly House cleaning
 All utilities/Wi-Fi/shared goods included

Common Business Model

Locations (as of fall 2020)
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Track Record and investible 
pipeline
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

5544 N Bonner Ave

Completed in Fall 2020, currently in lease up

44

Bonner Statistics

5 
Units

31 
Beds

~$6.1M
Total Capitalization

11,190
Total GBA
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

4918 Melrose Ave

Under construction, Fall 2021 Delivery

45

Melrose Statistics

42 
Units

141 
Beds

~$27.1M
Total Capitalization

67,868
Total GBA
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

1164 N Kenmore Ave

Under construction, Summer 2021 Delivery
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Kenmore Statistics

5 
Units

29 
Beds

~$6.1M
Total Capitalization

14,190
Total GBA
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

4339 Berryman Ave

Both buildings 4 stories with 1 level of subterranean parking, permit ready Q1 2021
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4339 Berryman Statistics

28 
Units

156 
Beds

$34.9M
Total Capitalization

82,722
Total GBA
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

4367 Berryman Ave

Both buildings 4 stories with 1 level of subterranean parking, permit ready Q1 2021
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4367 Berryman Statistics

21 
Units

126 
Beds

~$28.2M
Total Capitalization

60,430
Total GBA
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Six Peak Capital (“Six Peak”) is seeking qualified investors for the development of 4367 Berryman Ave, Los Angeles, CA (“Project”), a 
~45K SF coliving project located in the Del Ray submarket of Los Angeles

8833 Reading Ave

5 story building with 1 level of subterranean parking, permit ready Q1 2021
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Reading Statistics

33 
Units

124 
Beds

~$25.3M
Total Capitalization

56,208
Total GBA
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Covid-19 Considerations
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Covid-19 Update – Common and the Path Ahead 

Coliving has proven to be very resilient throughout the Covid-19 pandemic

51

Coliving benefits from a resident perspective vs. multifamily
Coliving as a typology and system benefits from a key advantages vs. traditional
roommate situations:
• Community: A typical unit household (4-6 people) is small and functions like a

family in lockdown – benefit of sheltering with others vs. alone or with
”craigslist” style roommates

• Systems: In place communication frameworks – so that new safety guidelines
and protocols can be instantly promulgated and implemented

• Services: Professional cleaning – increased during Covid
• Supplies: Provision of essential supplies – such as toilet paper and cleaning

products also minimizes individual trips to the stores and thus the potential for
exposure

Common company health
Common broadly benefits from
• Strong investor support: at the corporate level with a substantial runway

(without additional cash infusions and ability to cut staff expenses if required),
combined with

• Robust Demand: strong continued resident interest, conversion, and retention
• Longevity of tenant leases: long resident stays (9-month average stay) compared

to the rest of the Coliving industry
• Low exposure to master lease liabilities (unlike groups like WeWork)

Native tech infrastructure = dramatic increase in virtual leads

 

And no. of signed leases has increased versus a year ago

The way forward
Common’s tech infrastructure, leasing activity, and growth prospects position it well
to capture the increasing demand for mid-market affordable housing. Meanwhile the
loneliness conundrum pervasive in our time has been both exposed and exacerbated
by the Covid virus and contingent lockdowns. Residents have developed a greater
appreciation for the benefits of community and Coliving – while affordability is likely
to become more important than ever in a recessionary environment. We are
confident that in the post-Covid world Coliving will be more relevant and attractive
than ever before

Coliving benefits from a business perspective
• Affordable option: Dramatic supply demand mismatch for mid-market affordable

product in good locations results in potentially lower elasticity of tenant demand
vs. traditional multifamily

• Favorable demographics: Younger residents typically – lower risk category vs.
broader population

• High percentage of students or grad students means tenants typically have
allocated rental expense for multiple years upfront – and in many cases have a
cosigner for additional security

• Ollie saw a 5% jump in occupancy (to 98%)1 in their Pittsburgh asset when dorms
for local universities shut down

• Tech empowerment: Rents typically paid online via “auto-pay” so potential for
residents to put less focus on this expense vs. rents paid traditionally

• Even prior to Covid, for these digitally native companies, virtual tours and leasing
was in the toolbox and thus easier to expand and more acceptable to their target
tenant base vs. traditional firms - High conversion ratio (c. 30% ) from tour to
application

1. https://www.multihousingnews.com/post/co-livings-reaction-to-the-covid-19-pandemic/
Source: Common
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Sponsor Overview 

Six Peak brings a diverse set of real estate development, finance, private equity, and technology experience to its investors
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Derek Sanders – Director 
of Development

Laura Mueller-Soppart –
EIR, Head of Product

Chris Andresen –
Controller

Stoney Cox –
Senior Advisor

Bob Kennedy
Partner

Chris Aiello
Partner

Rich Littlehale
Partner

Jabree Brooks, 
CFA, CPA

Chief Financial 
Officer

 Former Chief Financial Officer 
and Head of Real Estate 
Acquisitions & Investments at 
Pan Brothers Associates, a New 
York City-based, real estate 
focused, family office with over 
40 years of investing and 
operating experience 

 Former Partner at AGI Partners LLC, an 
independent sponsor with average 
portfolio revenues of over $100 million

 Co-founder of Pristine Environments 
Inc., a facilities maintenance company 
with over 1,800 employees servicing 
over 150 million square feet of real 
estate in all 50 states and Canada

 Founder & Board Member of 
TripleMint, a top technology-
enabled real estate brokerage

 Early advisor to Common Living, Inc. 
Co-founded YouRenew Solutions, a 
mobile solutions company acquired 
by Clover Wireless. 

 Former Chief Financial Officer at The 
Metro Group, a water treatment and 
mechanical contractor based in New 
York City. He has over 10 years of 
banking experience, most recently as 
Vice President in credit risk and 
commodities at JPMorgan.
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General Contractor Overview

LV Construction LLC (a partnership with Six Peak Development) has decades of experience with construction in Los Angeles

54

Grady Lakamp
Co-Founder and Head of Construction
Project Management/Development
Investor Relations
12+ Years of Construction Experience

Joe Lakamp
Co-Founder and Head of Pre-Construction
Cost Control and Value Engineering
Operations Manger
30+ Years of Construction experience

Daniel Carrillo
Construction Superintendent
20+ Years of Construction experience

Mike Savaikie
Construction Superintendent
20+ Years of Construction experience

Kim Moreno
Project Accountant & Office Manager

Recently Completed Project – The Perch
The Perch project is a 59 unit 70,000+ sf mixed use building
completed in October of 2018 in Eagle Rock, CA It has a two
level podium deck containing all of the parking for the
apartments. Two retail spaces are located at the street level
that will be built out in a future TI. There are three levels of
wood framing on top of the podium decks that make up the
59 units. On the second podium deck there is a pool area and
common space. The project was completed in 15 months.

Recently Completed Project – Bonner
The Bonner project is a 5 unit, 31 Bedroom coliving project
and the first completion under the Six Peak/ LV Partnership.
The project is a 10,000+ sf building completed in June 2020 in
North Hollywood, CA It has a single level podium deck
containing all of the parking for the apartments. There are
three levels of wood framing on top of the podium deck that
make up the 31 bedrooms. The project was completed in 12
months.

Six Peak benefits from vertical integration in its 
core market of Los Angeles
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General Contractor Overview

Joe and Grady Lakamp lead LV Construction LLC
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Select Project List
Perch Apartments, Los Angeles CA
59 Units, 102,000 sf

Encore on First West, Mesa AZ
44 Units, 75,000 sf

Hough Apartments, Los Angles CA
4 units, 12,000 sf

Hacienda at the River, Tucson AZ
26 Units, 45,000 sf

Verdugo Health Center, Glendale CA
Commercial, 39,000 sf

Bonner Apartments, Los Angeles CA
5 Units, 11,000 sf

Hustler Casino, Gardena CA
Commercial, 70,000 sf

Delta Pharmacy, Glendale CA
Commercial, 15,000 sf

Mariposa Headquarters, Irwindale CA
Commercial, 10,000 sf

Bio – Joseph Lakamp
Graduated BS in Construction Management in 1983. Worked for Dillingham in Hawaiian Island for 4 years on infrastructure projects, and 44 story high rise hotel in Waikiki.
Started with L&V in 1988 as superintendent. 1993 Started Speer-Lakamp Inc. commercial contractor in San Fernando Valley. After 1994 Northridge Earthquake worked in
contract with CalFed bank on earthquake damage and apartment remodeling in greater LA area. After earthquake scope wound down, primarily worked for Louis Ghonda
Commercial Real Estate Development building roughly 300 Units worth of condominiums in Wilshire and Santa Monica. In 2000, competitively bid and constructed Hustler
Casino located in Gardena. From 2000 on Joe worked exclusively in Glendale/Burbank completing numerous high margin/high quality tenant improvement projects. In
2008 Joe came back to L&V to take over ownership and operations, after his partner in Speer-Lakamp retired. From 2008-2015 L&V almost exclusively worked for GlenAir
a large manufacturing company in Glendale rehabbing most of their properties (some 20 or so buildings) for necessary upgrades in their equipment and manufacturing
development.

Bio – Grady Lakamp
Graduated BS in Construction Management in 2015. Interned for two years and upon graduation went to work for The Weitz Company as a project engineer. Worked as
project engineer on Univision Radio Expansion ($4M), preconstruction engineer on 17 story senior living high rise in Tempe, Az, preconstruction engineer on Timber Ridge
at Talus, ($70M) a senior living project in Issaquah, WA, and project engineer on Encore on First West, a $7M , 44 unit apartment building in Mesa, AZ. After finishing that
project in spring of 2016, he transferred to L&V to be part of a smaller family company, successfully bidding and securing a ($16M) 59 unit apartment project in Los
Angeles. Along with that has completed roughly $6M in commercial tenant improvement projects and small lot subdivisions.
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